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Monitoring resources with Grafana

Grafana is visualization and analytics software for using dashboards to monitor metrics data. You learn how to access
pre-built Grafana dashboards to monitor Virtual Warehouses and your compute cluster in Cloudera Data Warehouse
(CDW). As a Cluster Operations professional, you visualize Kubernetes and Istio metrics from Grafana to monitor
and maintain the cluster.

When you log into Grafana, the Welcome page contains links to documentation about Grafana basics. From the
left navigation, you can get started by searching for a particular dashboard or hovering over the navigation icons to
familiarize yourself with the UI functions.

As a new user, to familiarize yourself with the pre-built dashboards that chart metrics about Hive, Impala, Hue, Druid,
Kubernetes, and Istio in CDW, follow steps in this documentation.

Related Information
Grafana documentation

Grafana in CDW overview
You connect to prebuilt dashboards to view metrics of CDW operations. Cloudera provides prebuilt Grafana
dashboards for Hive, Impala, Hue, Druid, Kubernetes, and Istio dashboards of metrics data, charts, and other visuals.

Using Grafana, CDP metrics are centralized in a single spot, stored in the Prometheus database and monitored by
Prometheus. Your workload databases are not involved in any way. You can immediately view pre-built dashboards
described below. You can view dashboard metrics for different time periods by selecting the period of interest from
the dropdown in the horizontal navigation:

You can also create your own dashboards. "Get started with Grafana and Prometheus" describes how to create
dashboards of CDP metrics. Describing details of how to use Grafana is beyond the scope of this documentation.

Hive dashboards

The Hive dashboards cover the following operations of the Hive SQL engine in CDW:

• Auto-scaling
• Hive metastore
• HiveServer
• The Hive service itself (Hive-Home)
• LLAP

For example:
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Impala dashboards

The Impala dashboards include the following operations of the Impala SQL engine in CDW:

• Catalog server
• Coordinator
• Executor
• Statestore
• The Impala service itself

Kubernetes dashboards

You can get insight into the operations of your CDP clusters from Kubernetes dashboards. Kubernetes dashboards
represent the following metrics:

• CoreDNS: requests and duration of responses
• App Metrics: number of Kubernetes pods, CPU usage relative to request or to limit, memory usage sliced and

diced a number of ways
• Object Metrics: Deployment memory and CPU usage, in total, and by node.

Istio dashboards

To work with Cloudera Support, you might use the Istio dashboards. Istio is an open platform that provides
microservice security, connections, and monitoring. The Istio Mesh dashboards cover the following views of the
service mesh network of microservices:

• Istio Mesh summary: describes the network of microservices by HTTP/gRPC and TCP workloads in the Mesh.
• Individual CDP services, such as HiveServer and Impala coordinator: Request and response metrics, such as

latency, for each mesh service (HTTP/gRPC and TCP) and client and service workloads metrics.
• Individual workloads using the services: Request and response metrics for each workload in the Mesh (HTTP/

gRPC and TCP) and inbound/outbound workload services.

The Istio performance dashboard presents visualizations of the following metrics:

• CDP Usage
• Memory Usage
• Data Rates
• Bytes transferred per second

The Istio control plane dashboard includes memory, CPU, and disk resource usage.

For example:
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The sidecar proxy metrics in Istio dashboards reveals the interceptions of network communication between
microservices.

The Istio Wasm Plugin extends the Istio proxy capabilities.

Nodes dashboards

The Prometheus Node Exporter is used to gather detailed metrics for the AWS and Azure Virtual Machines that host
an environment's Kubernetes cluster. These metrics cover both machine and OS level metrics such as CPU, memory,
network, processes, time synchronization, disk, and file system. All metric names start with node_.

Three prebuild dashboards show metrics for AWS/Azure Virtual Machines that host the Kubernetes cluster:

• Cluster Totals

Shows CPU/Memory utilization and node counts (shared services/compute for the entire cluster.
• Node Details

Shows very detailed metrics for a single node at a time.
• Node Trends

Combines CPU, Memory, Disk, and Network metrics for all nodes for node-to-node comparisons.

Related Information
Grafana documentation

Get started with Grafana and Prometheus

Istio documentation

Istio in-depth documentation

Istio github site

Wasm Plugin

Limitations of Grafana in CDW
You need to understand the Grafana capabilities in CDW that Cloudera does not support. Grafana in CDW is
intended for use by cluster operations professionals who are familiar with monitoring tools, interpreting metrics, and
performing maintenance.

Supported features

• Creating and organizing Grafana dashboards

Unsupported features

• Storing metrics longer than 15 days

Getting started in Grafana
Learn how to log into Grafana in Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) Public Cloud.
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Before you begin

• To access Grafana, your CDP administrator must use Management Console to assign the environment to you as a
resource.

• You must obtain the DWAdmin role.

Procedure

1. In  Data Warehouse Overview , expand the Environment column.

2.

Search for the environment that is associated with the Virtual Warehouse, click more options  in the
environment tile, and select Open Grafana.

3. Enter your LDAP user name, or the name provided by your Administrator for logging into Grafana.

4. Go back to the environment tile, and select Copy Kubeconf.

5. Open a terminal window, paste the contents of your clipboard into a text file, and save the file by the name kube
conf (no extension).

6. Export the KUBECONFIG variable equal to the file name.

export KUBECONFIG=kubeconf

7. Get the password for Grafana.
For example, use the kubectl command as follows:

kubectl get secret grafana -n istio-system -o jsonpath="{.data.passphras
e}" | base64 -D | pbcopy

8. Go back to the Grafana login dialog, and paste the contents of your clipboard.
The Grafana login dialog should look something like this:

9. Click Log in.

Related Information
Assigning resources to users with Management Console User Management

Viewing prebuilt dashboards
You see how to list dashboard groups, view the Hive dashboard, and see the actual metric data on a point in the X-
axis. You can follow the same steps to work with other dashboards.
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Procedure

1. Log into Grafana as described in the previous topic, "Getting Started in Grafana".

2.
In the Welcome screen, click grid , and then select Manage.
A list of dashboard groups appears:

3. Click the name of a dashboard group.
For example, click hive.
Names of the Hive dashboards in the group appears, a few of which are shown below:
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4. Click the name of a dashboard group.
For example, click Compute Autoscaling.
A number of dashboards appear. Only two are shown below:

5. Select viewing of metrics over the last 24 hours.

6. Hover over a graphic to reveal metric data for a particular point on the X-axis.

Related Information
Assigning resources to users with Management Console User Management

Monitoring Kubernetes resources

As a Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) administrator, you can monitor Kubernetes resources in your CDW cluster.
On the K8S dashboard, you can view the state of the resources, such as CPU and memory usage, see the status of
pods, and download logs.

The dashboard can provide insights into the performance and health of a CDW cluster. From the dashboard, if
authorized, you can monitor the environments of any CDW cluster efficiently. You do not need to copy/paste
kubeconfig files to switch to monitoring another environment, Monitoring the dashboard can help keep your cluster
running smoothly and efficiently.

By default, the dashboard is disabled. You follow instructions in the next topic to activate and use the dashboard.
Using the dashboard incurs some cloud cost, and is designed to time out automatically after 4 hours to prevent
wasting resources. Cloudera recommends deactivating the dashboard when not in use to reduce cloud expenses.

This feature is available as a technical preview.

Prerequisites

• You have an AWS environment in Cloudera Data Warehouse Public Cloud.

This technical preview is not available in Azure at this time.
• You have activated your environment.
• You obtained the CDW Admin role.
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Activating the K8S dashboard
From your environment, you can flip a switch to activate, or deactivate the K8S dashboard. You can then click a link
to view the K8S dashboard in your web browser.

Before you begin

You must meet the prerequisites listed in the previous topic.

Procedure

1. In the Data Warehouse service, expand Environments by clicking More….

2. In Environments, search for and locate the environment that you want to view.

3. Click Edit.
In Environment Details, you see Activate Dashboard.

4. Toggle Activate Dashboard to on.

5. Wait for the K8S Dashboard Activated success message to appear.
A link to the K8S dashboard appears in your environment tile.

What to do next

• Follow steps in the next topic to familiarize yourself with the K8S dashboard.
• Deactivate the dashboard when not in use because an activated dashboard incurs a cost.

Using the K8S dashboard
You see how to view the dashboard and get ideas about the types of K8S metrics, charts, and other visualizations
that appear on the dashboard. You might use the dashboard to keep your cluster running efficiently and troubleshoot
problems.

Before you begin

• You have met the prerequisites listed in Monitoring Kubernetes resources.
• You have activated the K8S dashboard.
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Procedure

1. Log in to the CDP web interface, navigate to  Data Warehouse Overview , and select your environment.
Environment Details shows the K8S dashboard is activated.

2. In Environment Details, click the Open link.

The K8S dashboard appears.

3. View the status of your containerized applications.
For example:
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4. Click All Namespaces and select a specific Namespace.

The workload status of the namespace, impala-167998, in this example appears.

5. Kubernetes dashboard features are available and documented on the kubernetes site.
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6. To download logs, click Pods.

The dashboard of pods appears.
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7.
Click Options , and select Logs.
For example:

Logs appear.

8.

Click Download logs .
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Forwarding logs to your observability system

You can forward logs from environments activated in Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) to observability and
monitoring systems such as Datadog, New Relic, or Splunk. You learn how to configure a CDW environment for
these systems.

About this task
After configuring log forwarding as described in this task, logs flow from CDW to your system automatically. You
enjoy the convenience of sorting, searching, and viewing logs on your own system instead of grepping logs from
diagnostic bundles on S3 or ABFS. In addition to configuring the log forwarding, you configure removal of debug
logs and text strings from the logs. You can configure log forwarding to one of the following observability systems:

• Datadog — https://github.com/DataDog/fluent-plugin-datadog
• Honeycomb.io — https://docs.honeycomb.io/getting-data-in/logs/log-collectors/fluentd/
• New Relic — https://github.com/newrelic/newrelic-fluentd-output
• Splunk — https://github.com/splunk/fluent-plugin-splunk-hec (covers both Splunk-HEC and Splunk-SCS)

You create the log forwarding configuration in valid fluentd format. The configuration is inserted into a larger
fluentd configuration. All fluentd events are copied and relabeled with the new label @cloudera_cdw. Your custom
configuration is then inserted between <label> tags:

<label @cloudera_cdw>

customer config goes here

</label>

You can use any of the built-in fluentd filter, formatter, parser, or output plugins to build the custom config.

Before you begin

• Before configuring log forwarding you must activate an AWS environment or activate an Azure environment in
CDW.

• You must be familiar with fluentd and accept the responsibility of configuring log forwarding to your
observability systems.

Procedure

1. In the Data Warehouse service, expand the Environments column by clicking More….

2.

In Environments, locate your environment, and click  Options Edit Observability tab .

3. Decide how you want to create the fluentd config.

• Write your own fluentd config from the ground up.
• Use a Cloudera-provided snippet as a template to write your fluentd config.
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4.

In Log Forwarding Configuration, click Options .

5. Select one of the systems, such as Datadog, to configure.
A fluentd snippet appears. For example, the Datadog snippet appears:

6. Replace the snippet with the fluentd config you wrote from the ground up, or customize the provided snippet.
For example, to customize the provided snippet replace the placeholder {{API Key}} with the actual key.
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7. (Optional) If debug level log messages are not designed, add a fluentd filter to remove them: In the environment,

click Options , and select Remove Debug Logs.
The fluentd snippet appears for removing debug logs. For example:

No user customization is necessary to remove debug logs.

8. (Optional) If certain log messages do not provide value for you, remove them with a fluentd grep exclude filter: In

the environment, click Options , select Grep Exclude, and replace {{PATTERN}} with the grep expression
that matches the phrase you want to exclude.

For more information about using Grep Exclude, see https://docs.fluentd.org/filter/grep.

9. If you use a proxy server for outbound traffic, provide the proxy server's CA certificates PEM bundle as described
in the next task.
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10. Click Apply.
CDW tests the log forwarding configuration and proxy CA certificates bundle, and saves the configuration if both
are valid. An invalid log forwarding    config error message appears in the event of a configuration problem. For
example:

If your configuration is valid, CDW initiates a restart of fluentd to apply the updated config. You see the
following indicators of success:

• The environment Running indicator changes, blinks Updating, and then once again says Running.
• You see logs appearing in your observability system.

Many factors affect how long it takes for forwarding to begin, but generally, the bigger your CDW
environment, the longer it takes.

Providing proxy CA certificates
If you use a TLS-terminating proxy server to inspect outbound internet traffic, you need to provide the proxy server's
CA certificates bundle in PEM bundle format when you configure log forwarding.

About this task
You learn how to use the Observability tab in CDW Environment Details to configure the Proxy CA Certificates
(PEM Bundle) field.

Before you begin
Before you apply the proxy CA certificate to a configuration of log forwarding, you must provide a configuration in
the Logs Forwarding Configuration section of the Observability tab.

Procedure

1. In the Data Warehouse service, expand the Environments column by clicking More….

2.

In Environments, locate your environment, and click  Options  Edit Observability tab .
Environment details include a UI for configuring log forwarding.

3. Obtain and copy your proxy server's CA certificates PEM bundle.

4. In Proxy CA Certificates, paste the copy of the PEM bundle.

5. Click Apply.

If the certificate and log forwarding configuration are valid, log forwarding begins. If the certificates are invalid,
an error message occurs.

The log forwarding configuration and certificates are not saved.
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